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Abstract
A law practitioner has to go through numerous lengthy legal case proceedings for their practices of various categories, such as
land dispute, corruption, etc. Hence, it is important to summarize these documents, and ensure that summaries contain phrases
with intent matching the category of the case. To the best of our knowledge, there is no evaluation metric that evaluates a
summary based on its intent. We propose an automated intent-based summarization metric, which shows a better agreement
with human evaluation as compared to other automated metrics like BLEU, ROUGE-L etc. in terms of human satisfaction. We
also curate a dataset by annotating intent phrases in legal documents, and show a proof of concept as to how this system can be
automated. Additionally, all the code and data to generate reproducible results is available on Github.
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1. Introduction
Summarization could be extractive, where the sum-
mary has spans from the original text or abstractive,
where the summary is generated using the original text.
(Sai et al., 2020), (Chen et al., 2019a) list various
metrics to evaluate summarization. BLEU (Papineni
et al., 2002), METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005),
ROUGE (Lin, 2004) etc. are context-free metrics,
which work well for extractive summarization, while
SMS (Clark et al., 2019), BERTScore (Zhang* et al.,
2020) etc. are context-based metrics, which work well
for abstractive summarization. Automatic summariza-
tion of legal documents (Bhattacharya et al., 2019) is
required because - (1) Average length of an any Court
Judgement is as high as 4, 500 words (for example -
Indian Supreme Court Judgments) (2) A law practi-
tioner has to go through all contents of previous le-
gal proceedings manually (3) Hiring Legal experts to
summarize legal documents is expensive and very time
consuming. However, while evaluating the quality of
summaries, existing metrics fail when evaluating the
amount of intent in the original text that is captured
by the summary (intent here refers to the intention la-
tent in a piece of text. e.g. (a)‘Accused No. 1 Balwan
Singh (appellant in Criminal Appeal No. 727 of 2015),
on 22nd January, 2007, at evening time, was talking
with the other accused regarding preparation to kill’ -
in this sentence, the phrase ‘preparation to kill’ depicts
the intent of Murder (b) ‘In the case in hand, robbed ar-
ticles were found to be kept concealed at a place within
knowledge of the applicant/accused No.1, and there-
fore, he is presumed to be one of the decoit involved
in the decoity at the house of the first Aarti Palkar’ - in
this sentence, the phrases ‘robbed articles were found
to be kept concealed’ and ‘involved in the decoity’ de-
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pict the intent of Robbery). To tackle this problem, we
propose a novel evaluation metric that takes the help of
intent phrases annotated using legal case documents,
such that, the intent of these phrases matches with the
category of the case. We use this proposed metric (and
other metrics) to evaluate unsupervised summarization
methods on legal documents and compare this with hu-
man evaluation. Another contribution is the curation of
a dataset that consists of 101 legal documents spanning
four categories of intents - Corruption, Land Dispute,
Murder, and Robbery, along with a list of annotated in-
tent phrases per document. Additionally, we come up
with a framework, showing that the annotation of intent
phrases and classification of documents into categories
of intents can be automated. You can test our methods
using this demo website1.

2. Related Work
Unsupervised Summarization: Unsupervised Ap-
proaches ((Verma and Nidhi, ),(Polsley et al.,
2016),(Miller, 2019)) use semantic and analytical sig-
nals from the text to point out significant sentences for
summarization. CaseSummarizer (Polsley et al., 2016)
is specific to the legal domain that builds on existing
methods to present an interface with scalable summary
text, lists of entities and abbreviations, and a signif-
icance heat map of the text. BERT Extractive Sum-
marizer (Miller, 2019) yields sentence embeddings by
sending tokenized sentences to BERT (Devlin et al.,
2019a) which are passed through hidden layers to get
document level features. Finally, the summary predic-
tion is compared to the ground truth.
Supervised Summarization: Supervised approaches
((See et al., 2017),(Saravanan et al., 2006),(Farzindar
and Lapalme, 2004),(led, ),(leg, )) take in documents

1Demo website: https://bit.ly/demoLREC2022

https://github.com/manavkapadnis/LegalEvaluation_LREC2022
https://bit.ly/demoLREC2022
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and ground truth summaries, and use sentence features
(e.g., facts of the case, background etc.) to filter good
candidates for inclusion in summary. Graphical CRF
Model (Saravanan et al., 2006) is trained using lexical
and syntactic features to classify parts of the document
into different categories such as ‘facts’, ‘arguments’
etc. Then, a K-mixture model is used to rank sen-
tences, and a summary of the desired length is the out-
put. LetSum (Farzindar and Lapalme, 2004) extracts
important sentences by connecting the topical structure
in the document and certainty of contentious themes of
sentences in the judgment. Longformer Encoder De-
coder (LED) (Beltagy et al., 2020) and (led, ) supports
long document generative sequence-to-sequence tasks,
making it simple to process documents of thousands of
tokens or longer.
But none of these works are judged against the intent
of the case. Our proposed intent metrics for legal docu-
ment summarization shows better relevance and human
judgmental scores.

3. Proposed Evaluation Metric
We introduce an intent-based F1-Score and Human
Score (related to Spearman Rank Correlation) metric
for evaluation of a summary, referred to as ‘Intent Met-
ric’ hereon. We report the average Intent Metric over
all documents. Let us define ’closePair’ as a pair of in-
tent phrase and a sentence from the summary, such that,
the intent phrase is contained in the sentence. The frac-
tion of sentences in the summary that form a ’closePair’
with atleast one intent phrase gives precision. Simi-
larly, fraction of intent phrases that form a ’closePair’
with atleast one sentence from the summary gives re-
call. Finally, Intent Metric is the F1 Score obtained
from the precision and recall values. Given a docu-
ment, the corresponding set P of M intent phrases and
output summary O consisting of N sentences, a simi-
larity score sij between ith intent phrase (Pi) and jth
sentence in the summary (Oj) is 1 if Pi is a phrase con-
tained in Oj and 0 otherwise, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..,M},∀j ∈
{1, 2, .., N}. Mathematically,

sij =

{
1, if ∃k, Pi = Oj [k : k + length(Pi)]

0, otherwise
(1)

Pint, Rint and F1int are calcu-
lated in the following manner -

Pint =

N∑
j=1

1[ M∑
i=1

sij>0
]

N
(2)

Rint =

M∑
i=1

1[ N∑
j=1

sij>0
]

M
(3)

F1int =
2.Pint.Rint

Pint +Rint
(4)

Additionally, we also measure Precision, Recall, and
F1 Score Metrics for evaluation of Slot, Intent, and
Document Classification in Section 5.

4. Dataset Description
5000 legal documents are scraped from CommonLII 2

using ‘selenium’ python package. 101 documents be-
longing to the categories of Corruption, Murder, Land
Dispute, and Robbery are randomly sampled from this
larger set.
In case of Australian dataset (abbreviated as ”AD”), we
downloaded the Legal Case Reports Dataset3 from the
UCI Machine Learning repository. The annotators then
manually annotate randomly taken 59 relevant docu-
ments belonging to Corruption, Murder, Land Dispute,
and Robbery categories.
Intent phrases are annotated for each document in the
following manner -

1. Initial filtering: 2 annotators filter out sentences
that convey an intent matching the category of the
document at hand.

2. Intent Phrase annotation 2 other annotators then
extract a span from each sentence, so as to exclude
any details do not contribute to the intent (such
as name of the person, date of incident etc.), and
only include the words expressing corresponding
intent. The resulting spans are the intent phrases.
Overall Inter-annotator agreement (Cohen κ) is
0.79.

Table 1 shows the statistics of both the datasets, de-
scribing the number of documents, average length of
documents, and intent phrases for each of the 4 intent
categories. The documents on Robbery and Land Dis-
pute are roughly longer than those on Murder and Cor-
ruption.4

Category No. of
docs

Avg. no. of
words/doc

Avg. no. of
sentences/doc

Avg. no. of
words/intent

phrase
ID AD ID AD ID AD ID AD

Corruption 19 15 2542 4613 197 264 6 6
Land Dispute 27 14 2461 11508 196 579 5 6
Murder 32 15 1560 3008 149 183 6 5
Robbery 23 15 1907 7123 162 449 4 5

Table 1: Statistics for each category in both the datasets
(ID - Indian-Data, AD - Australian-Data). The num-
bers are rounded to the nearest integer.

5. Experiments and Results
Competing baselines of Summarization Methods5:
The following summarization Methods (discussed in
Section 2) are used in an unsupervised setting -

2http://www.commonlii.org/resources/
221.html

3https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/
datasets/Legal+Case+Reports

4We have used NLTK and Spacy for data pre-processing.
5We used Pytorch and Tensorflow for model implementa-

tion

http://www.commonlii.org/resources/221.html
http://www.commonlii.org/resources/221.html
https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Legal+Case+Reports
https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Legal+Case+Reports
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1. Graphical Model (Saravanan et al., 2006) -
Model trained on annotated data released in (Bhat-
tacharya et al., 2019) is used for inference.

2. LetSum (Farzindar and Lapalme, 2004) - The
process suggested in (Bhattacharya et al., 2019)
is used for inference.

3. Legal-Longformer Encoder Decoder (Legal-
LED) (leg, ) - Longformer Encoder De-
coder (Beltagy et al., 2020) trained on sec litiga-
tion releases (sec, ) is used for inference.

4. BERT Extractive Summarizer (Miller, 2019)

Document Classification

Model Name Accuracy Macro F1
ID AD ID AD

Logistic Regression 0.62 0.50 0.38 0.47
SVM 0.62 0.50 0.38 0.42
AdaBoost 0.81 0.67 0.78 0.58
BERT 0.70 0.75 0.69 0.64
RoBERTa 0.75 0.67 0.70 0.60
ALBERT 0.70 0.67 0.69 0.60
DeBERTa 0.75 0.67 0.71 0.60
LEGAL-BERT 0.80 0.75 0.79 0.73
LEGAL-RoBERTa 0.67 0.75 0.65 0.64

Table 3: Results of Document Classification.

Recent developments show that, Transformer (Vaswani
et al., 2017) based pre-trained language models like
BERT (Devlin et al., 2019b), RoBERTa (Liu et al.,
2019), ALBERT (Lan et al., 2020), and DeBERTa (He
et al., 2021), have proven to be very successful in
learning robust context-based representations of lexi-
cons and applying these to achieve state of the art per-
formance on a variety of downstream tasks such as doc-
ument classification in our case.
We implemented different machine learning and
transformer-based models mentioned in Table 3. Fur-
thermore, We also tried domain-specific LEGAL-
BERT (Chalkidis et al., 2020) and LEGAL-RoBERTa
6 which were pre-trained on large scale legal corpora
which in turn led to much better scores than their coun-
terparts pre-trained on general corpora.
We observe from Table 3 that boosting algorithms such
as AdaBoost (Freund and Schapire, 1999) and domain
pre-trained transformer models such as LEGAL-BERT
outperforms all the other models in terms of Accuracy
and Macro F1-score in both the ID and AD datasets.
All of the transformer models were implemented using
sliding window attention (Masood et al., 2020), since
the document length for all the documents is greater
than the transformer maximum token size. They were

6https://huggingface.co/saibo/
legal-roberta-base

trained with a sliding window ratio of 20% over three
epochs with learning rate and batch size set at 2×10−5

and 32 respectively. The documents in the dataset are
randomly split into train, validation and test sets in the
ratio of 6:2:2. The machine learning models were im-
plemented on the TF-IDF features extracted from of the
document text.
Intent Classification Using JointBERT

Model Name Accuracy Macro F1
ID AD ID AD

JointBERT 0.89 0.85 0.88 0.84
JointDistilBERT 0.95 0.70 0.95 0.69
JointALBERT 0.89 0.71 0.87 0.68

Table 3: Results on Intent classification.

We used Joint-BERT (Chen et al., 2019b) model on
both the ’Indian-Data’ as well as ’Australian-Data’ for
the task of intent classification between the classes of
‘Corruption’, Land Dispute’, ‘Robbery’ and ‘Murder’.
The dataset is prepared in the following manner - Since
there is a majority of sentences that have no intent
phrase, only sentences containing an intent phrase, the
one before that, and the one after that are used for train-
ing to mitigate class imbalance. Each sentence with an
intent phrase has a target intent. The dataset is further
randomly split into train (60%), validation (20%) and
test sets (20%).
The different variations of JointBERT model perform
reasonably well on the intent classification task for both
the datasets, as seen from Table 3.

5.1. Evaluation using automated metrics
The following baseline metrics are used for comparison
with the proposed metric -
BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002): It computes the num-
ber of n-grams in the predicted and reference summary.
Overall score is found by taking the geometric mean of
scores for n from 1 to 4.
METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005): It is F-
measure based metric operating on unigrams by align-
ing and mapping each token in the predicted summary
to a token in a reference summary.
ROUGE-L (Lin, 2004): It is an F-measure metric
based on the longest common subsequence (LCS) be-
tween the reference and generated summary.
Sentence and Word Mover Similarity (S+WMS)
(Clark et al., 2019): A linear programming solution
measures the distance a predicted summary’s embed-
ding has to be moved to match the reference, and the
similarity metric is calculated.
BERTScore (Zhang* et al., 2020): It obtains
BERT (Devlin et al., 2019a) representations of each
word in the predicted and reference summaries. Fi-
nally, a modified F1 score (weighted using inverse-
document-frequency values) is found.

https://huggingface.co/saibo/legal-roberta-base
https://huggingface.co/saibo/legal-roberta-base
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(a) On ‘Indian-Data’(0.3) (b) On ‘Indian-Data’(0.5) (c) On ‘Indian-Data’(0.7)

(d) On ‘Australian-Data’(0.3) (e) On ‘Australian-Data’(0.5) (f) On ‘Australian-Data’(0.7)

Figure 1: Model evaluation results on different ratios7 mentioned in parenthesis on ID and AD.

Fig. 1 plots the evaluation metrics for the two datasets
and different lengths of summary as a fraction of the
original document length (fractions are 0.3, 0.5, 0.7).
In some cases, BERTScore is negative as BERTScore
ranges from −1 to 1. Also, Legal-LED consumes more
than 95% of GPU memory when the summary length is
50% and 70% of the original text, and hence, could
not be reported. The scores do not depend signifi-
cantly on the summary length as a fraction of the in-
put. However, we cannot conclude if one metric is
better than the other, as every metric has its own way
of quantifying the summary quality. comparing the
three models - (1) Graphical Model tends to preform
the best for lexical metrics such as BLEU, METEOR,
ROUGE-L. (2) BERT Extractive Summarizer gives the
best BERTScore, as is expected. (3) Legal-LED per-
forms better on ‘Indian Data’ compared to ‘Australian
Data’. (4) In case of ‘Indian Data’, LetSum performs
the best as per Intent Metric and S+WMS, while in case
of ‘Australian Data’, all models perform almost equally
well w.r.t these metrics. (5) Given a dataset, Intent Met-
ric significantly varies across different summarization
methods, which makes Intent Metric human-readable.
To compare the quality of metrics, we see how well
they correlate with human judgement in Section 5.2.

Also, from the correlation matrices among all the eval-
uation metrics corresponding to both datasets in Fig. 2,
we find that Intent Metric has the highest correlation
of with S+WMS in case of ‘Indian Data’, and with
BERTScore in case of ‘Australian-Data’. Hence, our
metric shows high correlation with metrics that quan-
tify semantic similarity, rather than lexical similarity.

7Ratio here is the ratio of (length of summary/length of
original text)

(a) On ‘Indian-Data’ (b) On ‘Australian-Data’

Figure 2: Correlation Matrix for Intent Metric and
other baseline metrics

We perform our experiments on server with a RAM of
12.69 GB and a NVIDIA Tesla K80 GPU with a 12 GB
memory.

5.2. Human Evaluation
To validate an automated evaluation metric, human
evaluation of the generated summaries is necessary.
We use Appen (https://client.appen.com/)
platform to carry out the survey (https://bit.ly/
3n7xbCb). As discussed in (Chen and Bansal, 2018),
(Guo et al., 2018), measuring Relevance (if the sum-
mary contains salient information from original text)
and Readability (coherence and fluency of the sum-
mary) of the summaries are essential for evaluating the
quality of the summary. We report Relevance and ‘Hu-
man Score’, which is the average of Relevance and
Readability.
For a survey on each dataset, 40 documents in case of
‘Indian Dataset’, and 20 documents in case of ‘Aus-
tralian Dataset’ are sampled (each document has less
than 20, 000 characters to reduce annotation load).
These documents are randomly split into 4 equal-sized
sets, and for each set, a different summarization method
is used. For each (original text, summary) pair, 3 ques-

https://client.appen.com/
https://bit.ly/3n7xbCb
https://bit.ly/3n7xbCb
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Model Name BLEU METEOR ROUGE-L F1 BERT Score S+WMS Intent Metric
ID AD ID AD ID AD ID AD ID AD ID AD

Relevance -0.09 -0.03 -0.14 -0.09 0.06 -0.32 0.03 -0.18 0.25 -0.59 0.42 -0.05
Human Score -0.02 0.09 -0.03 0.09 0.18 -0.21 -0.04 0.04 0.19 -0.57 0.34 -0.04

Table 5: Spearman Rank Correlation of automated metrics with human evaluation metrics on both ID (‘Indian-
Data’) and AD (‘Australian-Data’). Highest correlation corresponding to each dataset and human evaluation metric
is in bold.

tions are asked - (1) category of the legal case (2) Rel-
evance (3) Readability. For Relevance and Readabil-
ity, the annotator has to pick from a 1− 5 Likert Scale
(’Very Poor’ - 1, ’Poor’ - 2, ’Fair’ - 3, ’Good’ - 4, ’Ex-
cellent’ - 5). One document is annotated by two anno-
tators. Average inter-annotator agreement Cohen κ is
0.74.
From Table 5, in case of ‘Indian-Data’, Intent Metric
beats other metrics in both ’Relevance’ as well as ’Hu-
man Score’. In case of the ‘Australian-Data’, the corre-
lation of Intent Metric ‘Relevance’ and ’Human Score’
is second and third best from the highest one in both
fields. However, the average correlation across the two
datasets is the highest among all metrics w.r.t both Rel-
evance (0.185) and Human Score (0.15). Hence, we
can conclude that Intent Metric is an important metric
in terms of overall human satisfaction.

5.3. Working Demonstration
This section elaborates the process by which users can
implement our methods.
Figure 3 shows the landing page of the demonstration
website.

Figure 3: Landing Page of Demonstration

The demonstration can perform three different tasks:

• Summarize the document you upload with either
one of the four available options:

1. Graphical Model (Saravanan et al., 2006)

2. LetSum (Farzindar and Lapalme, 2004)

3. Legal-Longformer Encoder Decoder
(Legal-LED) (leg, )

4. BERT Extractive Summarizer (Miller,
2019)

• Extraction of Intent from the uploaded document
data using Joint-BERT (Chen et al., 2019b)

• Evaluation of summary generated by the chosen
model.

Figure 4: File upload and Model Selection Options

The user can upload their own text file, or can use any
one of the two example files whose link are present on
the demonstration page. Furthermore, after uploading
the text file, the user has to select any one of the four
options available in the dropdown list of Figure 4 and
then select the ”Click to start Summarization” option
in order to run the model to start summarization of the
uploaded text.

After the model is selected in Figure 4, the model
is instantiated, and after sometime output summary is
shown as output in the green box as seen in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Summarization Output

Figure 6: Extracted Intent Phrases from JointBERT

Once, the data is summarized using the model of user’s
choice. The demonstration automatically instantiates
JointBERT (Chen et al., 2019b) for automated intent
phrase extraction from the original data as seen in Fig-
ure 6 for further evaluation using our proposed Intent
Metric. Furthermore, JointBERT also performs intent
classification which gives the percentage of each intent
present in the uploaded document whose output could
be seen in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Intent Classification and Evaluation Results

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we explore a far less studied problem
of devising a suitable evaluation metric for legal doc-
ument summarization. To tackle the problem, a pre-
condition is to curate a dataset that contains intent
phrases extracted from legal documents belonging to
categories like Robbery, Land Dispute, etc. This helps
to develop a metric that correlates with human read-
ability and relevance comparatively more than other
metrics. We show a proof of concept that such intent
phrase annotations required for the calculation of In-
tent Metric can be automated (Australian-Data). We
believe that, such a metric would serve a better purpose
in evaluating summarization of legal documents. We
plan to extend the work on different categories of legal
documents for various countries. We shall make the
code, data available after acceptance.
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